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Abstract 
In EEG research, the contingent negative variation (CNV) is considered to be strongly related to interval timing (e.g., Macar & 
Vidal, 2004; Macar, Vidal, & Casini, 1999). However, it is discussed controversially whether certain properties of the CNV (e.g., 
amplitude, peak latency and resolution) directly reflect the process of temporal accumulation or rather processes related to 
reference memory or decision stages in temporal information processing (van Rijn et al., 2011). This present study was designed 
in order to investigate the relationship between CNV mean amplitude, CNV resolution, and memory processes as well as 
processes of temporal accumulation. The task design aimed at dissociating between processes of reference memory and temporal 
accumulation. Three different categories of cognitive tasks were developed: temporal tasks related to reference memory, 
temporal tasks related to immediate memory and reference memory, and tasks without temporal components. Assuming 
correlations between post S2 CNV resolution and reference memory capacity (negative) as well as CNV amplitude and reference 
memory capacity (positive), no correlations were expected to be found between these CNV measures and performance in less 
reference memory related temporal tasks. The results do not support our hypotheses and methodological problems are discussed 
primarily. 
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